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Gleaming Twin-Quad prototype, 
registered NX90521, just after completion. 
The Twin-Quad was a big aircraft — weighing
in at 20,000-lbs.

Could this have been the belly
landing that killed the copilot and
injured the other three crew
members? Note that the right main
gear leg is partially retracted. 

With the war over, American aeronautical manufacturers were now allowed to concentrate
on a plethora of new designs to fulfill what marketing departments predicted would be a vir-
tual avalanche of new aircraft orders. In Wichita, Beech had not only created the world-
changing Bonanza but was also still building the immortal Staggerwing to illustrate the

amazing progress that had been made during the war years.
The Beech Model 34 was created for a perceived market in “feeder” airliners — smaller aircraft

that would service regional airports and fly passengers to larger municipal airports where they could
connect with major airlines. The Model 34 was a not unattractive design sporting a high wing and
the V-tail that was becoming a recognized “trademark” for the Bonanza design. The spacious cabin
was initially designed to carry 14 passengers with three abreast seating and an additional six seats
mounted on the fuselage side. However, this would be reconfigured to carry 20 passengers in the
hope of bumping the profitability numbers upward. The side-mounted seats were designed for easy
removal and storage so that the interior could be quickly converted for cargo. Also, a cargo hatch
was installed near the crew compartment.

What really distinguished the Twin-Quad was the fact that it was a four-engine aircraft. The four
engines were “buried” in the rather thick wing and each pair of engines was connected to a single

propeller via a series
of clutches and a common gear box. For power,
Beech designers chose the Lycoming GSO-580 — eight-cylinder opposed engines that were geared and supercharged and capable of
developing 400-hp at 3300-rpm, thus giving the Twin-Quad some 1600-hp.

The first flight took place on 1 October 1947 with veteran Beech pilot Vern Carstens in command. Flying with the new aircraft was
intensive and some 200-hrs had been placed on the airframe and this is where things get a bit confusing. On 17 January 1949, the air-
craft was up on a flight from Wichita-Beech Airport when an electrical fire broke out. While battling the fire, the emergency master
switch was inadvertently turned off and this resulted in all four engines shutting down. A gear-up landing was made on the field but it is
noted that the aircraft was extensively damaged, the copilot killed, and the two observers and captain injured. Now, examine the gear-
up photo on these pages. The aircraft seems to have minimal damage — could there have been two gear up landings?

Beech was proceeding with the construction of another flyable prototype and a static test airframe. The program was already
slipping while the CAB was delaying licensing of anticipated feeder airlines. Also, the huge numbers of surplus C-47s, C-45s, C-
60s, and other transport aircraft at extremely cheap prices made the high price of the Twin-Quad unrealistic. 

The damaged prototype was soon scrapped along with the nearly complete second prototype and the static test airframe. Beech
engineers went back to work on the Bonanza and a range of other new general aviation designs that the company knew would make
money. Thus, the Twin-Quad remains as a curious footnote in Beech’s history. AC
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Surviving reports
seem to indicate

that the Twin-Quad
flew well but

problems were
encountered with

the engine gearing.
In this photo, some

trim had been
added to the

fuselage along with
the Beechcraft

name above the
cabin windows and
the aircraft’s name

on the nose. 

THIS INNOVATIVE DESIGN    FROM
BEECHCRAFT DID NOT MEET
EXPECTATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS 

BEECH TWIN-QUAD
Span 70-ft
Height 17-ft
Length 53-ft
Gross Weight 19,500-lbs
Max Speed 230-mph
Range 1450-mi
Ceiling 23,000-ft
Powerplant Four Lycoming 

GSO-580/400-hp each


